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r source,
action ofAbstract
We observe Bose–Einstein correlations inπ0 pairs using back-to-back two jet hadronic events fromZ0 decays in the data
sample collected by the OPAL detector at LEP 1 from 1991 to 1995. Using a static Gaussian picture for the pion emitte
we obtain the chaoticity parameterλ= 0.55±0.10±0.10 and the source radiusR = (0.59±0.08±0.05) fm. According to the
JETSET and HERWIG Monte Carlo models, the Bose–Einstein correlations in our data sample largely connectπ0s originating
from the decays of different hadrons. Prompt pions formed at string break-ups or cluster decays only form a small fr
the sample.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. Open access under CC BY license.s a
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1. Introduction
The Bose–Einstein correlations (BEC) effect ha
quantum-mechanical origin. It arises from the requ
ment to symmetrise the wave function of a system
two or more identical bosons. It was introduced in
particle reactions leading to multi-hadron final sta
as the GGLP effect [1] in the study of theπ+π+ and
π−π− systems. The distributions of the opening an
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20 Now at RWTH Aachen, Germany.between the momenta in pairs of like-sign pions w
shifted towards smaller values compared to the co
sponding distributions for unlike-sign pairs. A relat
effect was exploited earlier in astronomy [2] to me
sure the radii of stars.
In high energy physics, for examplee+e− col-
lisions at LEP, a quantitative understanding of
BEC effect allows tests of the parton fragmen
tion and hadronisation models. This would in tu
help in achieving a more precise measuremen
the W boson mass and better knowledge of s
eral Standard Model (SM) observables [3]. The fr
mentation models presently used are those of str
and clusters implemented, respectively, in the J
SET [4] and HERWIG [5] Monte Carlo genera
tors.
Numerous studies of BEC in pairs of identic
bosons already exist, see for example [6]. Due to
experimental difficulties in photon andπ0 reconstruc-
tion, only very few studies [7] exist for BEC inπ0
pairs, even though they offer the advantage of be
free of final state Coulomb corrections.
The string model predicts a larger BEC strength
chaoticity and a smaller effective radius of the emitt
source forπ0 pairs compared toπ± pairs while
the cluster fragmentation model predicts the sa
source strength and size [8,9]. However, neither mo
of primary hadron production has a mechanism
allow BEC betweenπ0s produced in different stron
decays. The string model prediction is a conseque
of electric charge conservation in the local area wh
the string breaks up. Similar expectations can
derived if the probabilities in the string break-u
mechanism are interpreted as the squares of qua
mechanical amplitudes [8,10]. A small differen
betweenπ± pairs andπ0 pairs is also expecte
134 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 559 (2003) 131–143
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thefrom a pure quantum statistical approach to Bo
Einstein symmetry [11]. In addition, based on isos
invariance, suggestions exist on how to relate B
in the pion-pair systems, i.e.,π0π0, π±π±, and
π+π− and how to extend it toπ±π0 [12]. The
L3 Collaboration has recently reported [7] that t
radius of the neutral-pion source may be smaller t
that of charged pions,Rπ±π± − Rπ0π0 = (0.150±
0.075(stat)±0.068(syst)) fm, in qualitative agreemen
with the string fragmentation prediction.
This paper presents a study of BEC inπ0 pairs us-
ing the full hadronic event sample collected at cen
of-mass energies at and near theZ0 peak by the OPAL
detector at LEP from 1991 to 1995. This correspo
to about four million hadronicZ0 decays. A highly
pure sample ofπ0 mesons is reconstructed using t
lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter. The corr
tion function is obtained after accounting for pur
and resonant background. It is parametrised with a
tic picture of a Gaussian emitting source [1,2].
2. Selection of hadronic Z0 decays
A full description of the OPAL detector can b
found in [13]. The sub-detectors relevant to the pres
analysis are the central tracking detector and the e
tromagnetic calorimeter. The central tracking detec
consists of a silicon micro-vertex detector, close to
beam pipe, and three drift chamber devices: the
tex detector, a large jet chamber and surroundinz-
chambers.21 In combination, the three drift chambe
sitting inside a solenoidal magnetic field of 0.435
yield a momentum resolution of
σpt
pt
≈
√
0.022 + (0.0015pt)2
for |cos(θ)| < 0.7, wherept (in GeV) is the trans-
verse momentum with respect to the beam axis.
electromagnetic calorimeter detects and measure
energies and positions of electrons, positrons and p
tons for energies above 0.1 GeV. It is a total abso
21 The OPAL coordinate system is defined so that thez-axis is
in the direction of the electron beam, thex-axis points towards the
centre of the LEP ring, andθ andφ are the polar and azimutha
angles, defined relative to the+z- and +x-axes, respectively. In
cylindrical polar coordinates, the radial coordinate is denotedr .ing calorimeter, and is mounted between the coil a
the iron yoke of the magnet. It consists of 11704 le
glass blocks arranged in three large assemblies
barrel that surrounds the magnet coil, and two e
caps) which together cover 98% of the solid angle. T
intrinsic energy resolution isσE/E  5%/
√
E, where
E is the electromagnetic energy in GeV.
Standard OPAL selection criteria are applied
tracks and electromagnetic clusters [14]. Tracks
required to have at least 20 measured points in
jet chamber, a measured momentum greater
0.1 GeV, an impact parameter|d0| in the r–φ plane
smaller than 2 cm, az position at the point o
closest approach to the origin in ther–φ plane within
25 cm of the interaction point, and a measured p
angle with respect to the beam axis greater t
20◦. Electromagnetic clusters are required to have
energy greater than 0.1 GeV if they are in the barre
part of the detector (i.e.,|cosθ |  0.82) or greater
than 0.3 GeV if they are in the endcap parts. Hadro
Z0 decays are selected by requiring for each ev
more than 7 measured tracks, a visible energy la
than 60 GeV and an angle larger than 25◦ and smaller
than 155◦ between the calculated event thrust [1
axis and the beam axis. The visible energy is
energy sum of all detected tracks, electromagn
clusters not associated to tracks and electromagn
clusters associated to tracks after correcting for dou
counting. For the requirements of the analysis met
(see Section 5), only well defined back-to-back tw
jet events are retained, i.e., events having trust v
T > 0.9. A sample of 1.86 millionZ0 hadronic decays
is selected for which the total background, consist
mainly of τ pairs, is less than 1% and is neglec
throughout the analysis.
Detector effects and detection efficiencies for
spectra ofπ0 pairs are evaluated using eight millio
Monte Carlo hadronicZ0 decays. Events are gene
ated using the JETSET 7.4 program, tuned to rep
duce the global features of hadronic events as m
sured with the OPAL detector [14], with the BEC e
fect explicitly switched off. Samples generated w
the HERWIG 5.9 program without the BEC effe
are used for comparison. The generated events w
passed through a full simulation of the OPAL dete
tor [16] and were analysed using the same reconst
tion and selection programs as were applied to
data.
OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 559 (2003) 131–143 135
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the3. Reconstruction of π0 mesons
For the selected event sample, neutral pions
reconstructed from photon pairs. Photon reconst
tion is performed in the barrel part of the electroma
netic calorimeter where both the photon reconstr
tion efficiency and the energy resolution are go
The procedure of [17] which resolves photon can
dates in measured electromagnetic clusters is u
It employs a parametrisation of the expected late
energy distribution of electromagnetic showers. It
optimised to resolve as many photon candidates
possible from the overlapping energy deposits in
electromagnetic calorimeter in a dense environmen
hadronic jets. The photon candidate energies are
tween 200 MeV and half the centre-of-mass ene
The purity of the photon sample is further increas
using a likelihood-type function [17] that associates
each photon candidate a weightw for being a true pho
ton. The weightw depends on five variables, name
the energy of the photon candidate, the energy of
nearest cluster to the considered photon candidate
opening angle between the photon candidate and
nearest cluster, the opening angle between the ph
candidate and the closest reconstructed tracks, an
amount of energy that could be attributed to tracks
an array of 3× 3 lead glass blocks. Photon candida
with higherw are more likely to be true photons.
All possible pairs of photon candidates are th
considered. Each pair was assigned a probabilitP
for both candidates being correctly reconstructed
photons. This probability is simply the product
the w-weights associated with the two candidat
The largest momentum ofπ0 candidates is abou
18 GeV due to the opening angle limitation. T
combinatorial background consists of a mixture
three components: (i) wrong pairing of two correc
reconstructed photons, (ii) pairing of two fake photo
and (iii) pairing of one correctly reconstructed phot
with a fake one. Choosing only photon pairs with hi
values ofP leaves combinatorial background mos
from component (i).
Theπ0 reconstruction efficiency and purity are
lustrated in Fig. 1 for different cuts onP. The effi-
ciency is defined as the ratio of the number of corre
reconstructedπ0s over the number of generatedπ0s,
and theπ0 purity is defined as the ratio of signal ov.
Fig. 1. The π0 reconstruction efficiency (top) and the puri
(bottom) for different cuts on the weightP = wi × wj of the
ij photon pair. The purity and efficiency are estimated from
JETSET Monte Carlo. The corresponding statistical errors
smaller than 1%.
total entries in a photon-pair mass window betwe
100 and 170 MeV.
4. Selection of π0 pairs
The average number ofπ0s produced inZ0 decays
has been measured [18] to be 9.76±0.26,which is re-
produced by our Monte Carlo simulations. This lea
to about 45 possibleπ0 pairings per event. Conside
ing only π0 candidates withP > 0.1 (i.e., 17% effi-
ciency and 36% purity), we reconstruct at the det
tor level 4.7π0 candidates on average per event. T
leads to about 8 pairings among which only 1 pair
average is really formed by trueπ0s. Here, the detecto
level means that detector response, geometrical ac
tance and photon reconstruction efficiency are ta
into account. Therefore, theπ0 pair sample is back
ground dominated and the study ofπ0 pair correla-
tions or invariant mass spectra is subject to very la
background subtraction. Monte Carlo must be use
predict both the shape and amount of backgroun
be subtracted, leading to large systematic errors in
measurements of the BEC source parameters.
136 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 559 (2003) 131–143
e
normalisedFig. 2. Distribution of two-photon invariant mass,M2γ , for selected events which have exactly two reconstructedπ
0 candidates per event. Th
smooth curves represent the total Monte Carlo expectation (solid line) and the background (dashed line) expectation. The curves are
to the same number of total selected hadronicZ0 decays as in the data. Theπ0 signal region (100–170 MeV) is also indicated.d.
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ex.To avoid this, theπ0 selection criteria are tightene
We selectπ0s which have a momentum above 1 Ge
This cut reduces the fraction of fakeπ0s. In addition,
it removesπ0s produced by hadronic interactions
the detector material for which the Monte Carlo si
ulation is not adequate. The probabilityP associated
to eachπ0 candidate is required to be greater than 0
In the case where a photon is associated with m
than one pair, only the pair with the highest proba
ity is considered as aπ0 candidate. Among the even
with four or more reconstructed photon candida
only those leading to a possibleπ0 pair with four dis-
tinct photon candidates are retained for further an
sis. Events with six or more photon candidates le
ing to more than twoπ0 candidates are rejected. Th
represent about 10% of the retained sample and w
increase the sensitivity to unwanted resonance sig
if they were not rejected. Fig. 2 shows the photon p
mass,M2γ , for the selected events. The average pu
of theπ0 sample is 79% in the mass window betwe100 and 170 MeV. The background is estimated
rectly from data by a second-order polynomial fit
the side bands of the peak and by Monte Carlo sim
lation. The two background estimations yield comp
ible results and the Monte Carlo reproduces corre
the data. The superimposed curves are not the r
of a fit to the data, but smoothed histograms of
Monte Carlo expectations for signal and backgrou
normalised to the total number of selected hadro
Z0 decays.
A clear π0 pair signal is obtained as shown
Fig. 3 where the two values ofM2γ are shown for
the retained events. Aπ0 pair is considered as
signal candidate if both values ofM2γ are within the
mass window between 100 and 170 MeV. The aver
π0 pair signal purity is 60% and the Monte Car
simulation describes the data well. Kinematic fi
were made, constraining the mass of pairs of pho
candidates to theπ0 mass, with the assumption th
the photons come from the primary interaction vert
OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 559 (2003) 131–143 137Fig. 3. The two values ofM2γ for each selected event. The cell size is 8× MeV2.6%
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improvement in the resolution of theπ0 momentum.
5. The BEC function
The correlation function is defined as the ratio,
(1)C(Q)= ρ(Q)
ρ0(Q)
,
whereQ is a Lorentz-invariant variable expressed
terms of the twoπ0 four-momentap1 and p2 via
Q2 = −(p1 − p2)2, ρ(Q) = (1/N)dN/dQ is the
measuredQ distribution of the twoπ0s andρ0(Q)
is a reference distribution which should, in princip
contain all the correlations included inρ(Q) except
the BEC. For the measurement ofρ0(Q), we consider
the two commonly used methods [6]:
• Event Mixing: Mixedπ0 pairs are formed from
π0s belonging to differentZ0 decay events in th
data. To remove the ambiguity on how to m
events, we select two-jet events having a thrvalue T > 0.9, i.e., well defined back-to-bac
two-jet events. The thrust axes of the two eve
are required to be in the same direction with
(#cosθ × #φ) = (0.05× 10◦). Mixing is then
performed by swapping aπ0 from one event with
a π0 from another event. To avoid detection e
ficiency problems arising from different detect
regions, swapping of two pions is performed on
if they point to the same region of the electr
magnetic barrel detector within(#cosθ ×#φ)=
(0.05× 10◦). With this procedure, we start wit
two hadronicZ0 events each having twoπ0 can-
didates and can end up with between zero
four pairs of mixedπ0 candidates. TheQ vari-
able is then calculated for each of the mixed pa
If the contributions from background are remov
or suppressed, this method offers the advan
of being independent of Monte Carlo simulation
sinceC(Q) can be obtained from data alone.
• Monte Carlo Reference Sample: Theρ0 distribu-
tion is constructed from Monte Carlo simulatio
without BEC. The Monte Carlo is assumed to
produce correctly all the other correlations pres
138 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 559 (2003) 131–143
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le-in the data, mainly those corresponding to ener
momentum conservation and those due to kno
hadron decays. In order to be consistent with
first method, the cutT > 0.9 is also applied for
both data and Monte Carlo.
In the following, the distributionsρ(Q) andρ0(Q)
are measured from the same sample of selected ev
The mixing technique is used as the main analy
method and the Monte Carlo reference techniqu
applied only for comparison.
6. The measured BEC function and background
contribution
The correlation function,C(Q), corresponds ex
perimentally to the average number ofπ0 pairs, cor-
rected for background, in the data sample divided
the corresponding corrected average number in the
erence sample. Thus, we can write
(2)C(Q)= ρ(Q)
ρ0(Q)
= ρ
m(Q)− ρb(Q)
ρm0 (Q)− ρb0(Q)
,
where ρm and ρm0 are the measured values, a
ρb and ρb0 are the corresponding corrections f
background contributions. For both the numerator
denominator, the background consists mainly ofπ0
pairs in which one or bothπ0 candidates are fake.
The background distributionsρb and ρb0 are ob-
tained from the Monte Carlo information. These ba
ground distributions can also be obtained from d
using a side band fit to the projected spectra of
two-dimensionalM2γ distributions (see Fig. 3) in eac
400 MeV interval of the measuredQ variable. The re-
sulting background distributions are correctly rep
duced by Monte Carlo. However, for the smallerQ in-
tervals as used in this analysis, i.e., 100 MeV, the s
band fit is subject to large statistical fluctuations,
the Monte Carlo distributions have to be used.
In the region of interest where the BEC effect
observed,Q < 700 MeV, pion pairs from particle
(resonance) decays could mimic the effect. The r
vant decays are:K0s → π0π0, f0(980)→ π0π0, and
η→ π0π0π0 with branching ratios of 39%, 33% an
32%, respectively. Pion pairs fromη decay contribute
only to the regionQ< 315 MeV. According to Monte.
Carlo studies, the number of reconstructedK0s in the
2π0 channel is very small. Furthermore, the hypo
esis that eachπ0 originates from the primary vertex
as used in the kinematic fits (Section 4), does not
ply. This is an advantage for this analysis since theK0s
peak is flattened, making its effect on theQ distribu-
tion negligible. The Monte Carlo estimates of this p
ticle decay backgrounds are included in the distri
tion ρb(Q), adjusting the rate of individual hadrons
the LEP average [18] where necessary.
For our analysis we selectπ0 candidates with
momentum greater than 1 GeV. This is dictated
the observation of correlations at smallQ even for
Monte Carlo events generated without any BEC eff
Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4, a clear BEC-type eff
is visible in the correlation function obtained fro
Monte Carlo events without BEC for different low cu
on π0 momentum. Using Monte Carlo informatio
we find that these correlations are mainly caused
π0s originating from secondary interactions with t
detector material. They would constitute an irreduci
background to the BEC effect if low momentumπ0s
are considered in the analysis. This effect vanishes
π0 momenta greater than 1 GeV.
We rely on Monte Carlo simulation only to defin
the appropriate momentum cut (i.e., 1 GeV) wh
completely suppresses the effect of soft pions p
duced in the detector material, rather than relying
its prediction for the exact shape and size of this
fect. The reason is that, in contrast to charged pi
where the measured track information can be use
suppress products of secondary interactions in the
tector material, the neutral pions have to be assu
to originate from the main interaction vertex. Furth
more, with this assumption the kinematic fits (Se
tion 4) bias the energy of soft pions emitted in t
detector material towards larger values since the
opening angle between the photons is larger (ve
closer to the calorimeter) than the assumed one.
With the above selection criteria, the composit
of the selectedπ0 pair sample is studied using Mon
Carlo simulations. According to the string fragme
tation model implemented in JETSET, the selec
sample consists of about 97.9% of mixed pion-pa
from different hadron decays, 2% of pairs belong
to the decay products of the same hadron and o
0.1% prompt pairs from the string break-ups. Si
ilarly, using the cluster fragmentation model imp
OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 559 (2003) 131–143 139
on theFig. 4. The correlation distributionC(Q) determined for JETSET Monte Carlo events (generated without BEC effect) for different cuts
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d
the
remented in HERWIG, the selected sample consist
97% of pairs from different hadron decays, 2.3%
longing to the decay products of the same hadron
only 0.7% originating directly from cluster decay
It is worth mentioning that even if the direct pio
pairs from string break-up (JETSET) or cluster d
cays (HERWIG) were all detected and accepted by
analysis procedure, they would be diluted in combi
tion with other pions and would constitute only a m
ginal fraction (< 1% ) of the total number of recon
structedπ0 pairs. Thus, our analysis has no sensitiv
to direct pion pairs originating from string break-up
cluster decay.
7. Results
The correlation distributionC(Q) (Eq. (2)) is para-
metrised using the Fourier transform of the express
for a static sphere of emitters with a Gaussian den(see, e.g., [19]):
(3)C(Q)=N[1+ λexp(−R2Q2)](1+ δQ+ εQ2).
Here λ is the chaoticity of the correlation (whic
equals zero for a fully coherent (non-chaotic) sou
and one for a chaotic source),R is the radius of the
source, andN a normalisation factor. The empiric
term,(1 + δQ+ εQ2), accounts for the behaviour o
the correlation function at highQ due to any remain
ing long-range correlations. TheC(Q) distribution for
data is shown in Fig. 5 as the points with correspo
ing statistical errors, and the smooth curve is the
ted correlation function in theQ range between 0 an
2.5 GeV. A clear BEC enhancement is observed in
low Q region of the distribution. The parameters a
determined to be:
λ= 0.55± 0.10,
R = (0.59± 0.08) fm,
N = 1.10± 0.08,
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dotted
resents theFig. 5. The correlation distributionC(Q) as measured for OPAL data. The smooth curve is the fitted correlation function and the
histogram is the correlation distribution obtained for JETSET Monte Carlo events generated without BEC. The dashed histogram rep
measured correlation function before the subtraction of the contributions from known hadron decays.the
ram
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ion,
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nce
We
ent
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ts
pt
ter
weδ = (−0.14± 0.05)GeV−1,
ε = (0.07± 0.03)GeV−2,
where the quoted errors are statistical only and
χ2/ndf of the fit is 14.7/19.
The distributionC(Q) obtained for Monte Carlo
events generated with no BEC is shown as a histog
in the same figure. It shows that there is no resid
correlation at lowQ and indicates that the observ
enhancement is present in the data only. The das
line histogram of Fig. 5 represents the correlat
function obtained from data but before the subtract
using the Monte Carlo estimates, of pairs from
decay products of the same hadron, indicating
these contributions have only a minor influence
the measured parameters. In addition, the correla
function constructed with backgroundπ0 pairs does
not show any enhancement at lowQ (not shown).
Here, backgroundπ0 pairs are defined as pairs f
which one or both of theπ0s are outside the mas-
window 100–170 MeV, i.e., these are likely to be fa
π0 candidates.
The second method, which uses the MC refere
sample, yields the following results:
λ= 0.50± 0.10,
R = (0.46± 0.08) fm.
These results are quoted for comparison only.
choose to quote the results obtained with the ev
mixing method since they are much less dependen
details of the Monte Carlo modelling.
The string model predicts a smaller source rad
and a larger chaoticity in the BEC effect forπ0 pairs
than for π± pairs, while the cluster model predic
no difference. These predictions hold only for prom
boson pairs produced directly from the string or clus
decays. According to our Monte Carlo simulations,
have no sensitivity to these pairs.
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del8. Systematic uncertainties
Potential sources of systematic error are inve
gated. In each case the effect on the parameteR
andλ and their deviations with respect to the stand
analysis are estimated. The results are summarise
Table 1.
• Bin width resolution: After the kinematic fit
(Section 4), the resolution on the invariant mass
two pions, or on the variableQ, is approximately
60 MeV. We have chosen a bin width of 100 Me
for the fit to the measuredC(Q) distribution. This
bin width is varied from 100 MeV to 80 MeV an
to 120 MeV.
• Fit range: The low end of the fit range is set to st
atQ= 350 MeV (fourth bin). The high end of th
fit range is changed to stop atQ= 2 GeV.
• Effect of hadron decays: To estimate the eff
of the π0 pairs from the same resonance d
cay on the measured BEC parameters, the
timated contribution is varied by±10% which
represents the typical error on the measured
dividual hadron rates [18]. In order to inves
gate the dependence of the measured para
ters R and λ on the π0 momentum cut, the
analysis is repeated forπ0 momenta larger tha
1.2 GeV.-
• Analysis procedure: The analysis is repeated
several variations of the selection criteria.
(1) The π0 selection mass window is chang
from 100–170 MeV to 110–165 MeV (in
creases theπ0 purity by 5%).
(2) The probability forπ0 selection is change
from 0.6 to 0.5 (reduces theπ0 purity by
5%).
(3) The thrust value for two-jet events is chang
from 0.9 to 0.85 and to 0.92 (changes t
overall event sample size by±5%).
(4) The factor 1+ δQ+ εQ2 is replaced by 1+
δQ.
(5) π0 from different events are mixed if the
point to the same region of the detector with
(#cosθ × #φ) = (0.10 × 15◦) instead of
(0.05× 10◦).
• Model dependence: Correction for detector effe
and detection efficiencies are based on JETS
and HERWIG Monte Carlo samples without BE
To check for any residual dependence, in par
ular at smallQ, theπ0 pair efficiency as a func
tion ofQwas compared for JETSET samples w
and without BEC. The efficiencies obtained ag
within the statistical error (about 1%) over the e
tire Q range. We conclude that with the prese
implementation of BEC in JETSET [4] theπ0 pair
efficiency is not affected, and the residual mo
dependence is negligible.Table 1
Systematic errors
Item λ R [fm] #λ #R
Basic result 0.55± 0.10 0.59± 0.08 +0.00 +0.00
Bin width = 80 MeV 0.54± 0.13 0.58± 0.12 −0.01 −0.01
Bin width = 120 MeV 0.57± 0.09 0.60± 0.07 +0.02 +0.01
Low end of the fit range= 350 MeV 0.64± 0.14 0.62± 0.12 +0.09 +0.03
High end of the fit range= 2 GeV 0.58± 0.11 0.56± 0.10 +0.03 −0.03
Resonance contribution+10% 0.54± 0.10 0.59± 0.08 −0.01 +0.00
Resonance contribution−10% 0.55± 0.10 0.58± 0.09 −0.00 −0.01
Momentum cut= 1.2 GeV 0.53± 0.11 0.60± 0.08 −0.02 +0.01
Analysis procedure:
(1) π0-signal mass window 0.55± 0.10 0.58± 0.09 +0.00 −0.01
(2) Photon-pair probability 0.57± 0.09 0.57± 0.08 +0.02 −0.02
(3) Thrust value 0.55± 0.10 0.60± 0.09 +0.00 +0.01
(4) Long range corr. term 0.56± 0.10 0.58± 0.10 +0.01 −0.01
(5) Mixing condition 0.54± 0.08 0.59± 0.07 −0.01 +0.00
Total sys. error 0.10 0.05
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2)The final systematic errors are obtained from quad
ically adding the deviations from the central valu
Thus,
λ= 0.55± 0.10± 0.10,
R = (0.59± 0.08± 0.05) fm.
9. Conclusions
We have observed Bose–Einstein correlations
π0 pairs produced in hadronicZ0 decays. Assum
ing a Gaussian shape for the source, we obtainλ =
0.55± 0.10± 0.10 for the chaoticity parameter an
R = (0.59± 0.08± 0.05) fm for the radius. In orde
to construct a reference sample with the event m
ing method, this analysis is restricted to well defin
back-to-back two-jet events. Furthermore, in orde
removeπ0s not originating from the primary interac
tion vertex the considered momentum phase spac
restricted topπ0 > 1 GeV. The measured value of th
source radius is smaller than our former value [2
R = (1.002± 0.016+0.023−0.096) fm, obtained for charge
pions for which the measured track parameters
lowed access to lower momenta and where the
erence sample was constructed with unlike-sign p
pairs. However, the value is compatible with the L
inclusive average [21],R = (0.74± 0.01± 0.14) fm,
for charged pions. Pions from strong decays con
tute the dominant part of our sample of reconstruc
π0 pairs. We have no sensitivity to test the string
cluster model predictions concerning differences
tween neutral and charged pion pairs. We deduce
Bose–Einstein correlations exist betweenπ0 pairs in
which eachπ0 is a strong decay product of a differe
hadron.
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